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Abstract—An adaptive nonlinear controller for wind energy
doubly fed induction machines is introduced in this paper. The pro-
posed controller is based on the feedback linearization technique
and includes a disturbance observer for estimation of parameter
uncertainties. Estimated uncertainties values are injected in order
to construct the control law, improving in this way the system’s
performance. The controller behavior, when tracking power ref-
erences, is tested with realistic Electromagnetic Transients for dc
/Power Systems Computer-Aided Design simulations. In addition,
the controller performance is checked in the presence of parameter
uncertainties and nearby faults.

Index Terms—Doubly fed induction machine (DFIM), feedback
linearization (FL), nonlinear observer, voltage source converter
(VSC), wind energy conversion (WEC).

I. INTRODUCTION

THE INCREASINGLY widespread use of wind genera-
tion in power networks imposes the requirement that wind

farms should be able to contribute to network support and oper-
ation, much in the same way as conventional generating stations
based on synchronous generators do [1]. Actual grid codes for
wind farm connection demand high performance of connected
plants with respect to voltage and power control ability, as well
as fault ride through capability [2].

The doubly fed induction machine (DFIM) is able to control
its active and reactive power outputs as required by system
operators. Although the active power depends on the energy
transferred from the wind, it can be controlled in a transient
manner by resorting to the mechanical system kinetic energy.
In addition, these machines can work at asynchronous speeds,
increasing in this way the wind energy transfer efficiency for a
given wind speed while the mechanical stress is relieved to a
certain extent. In this paper, the transient behavior of the DFIM
is considered in order to improve its own transient response and
bring possible network support [3], [4].

The model of the DFIM belongs to the nonlinear multiple-
input multiple-output class. Throughout its life a wind farm
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can operate in a wide range of active and reactive generated
powers. Therefore, linear control strategies [5], [6], assum-
ing small power excursions around an equilibrium point, face
difficulties when designing appropriate gains to assure nonlin-
ear system stability, particularly considering the need of using
high gain values to maintain a good performance control un-
der important perturbations. In industrial applications, vector
control is often used [7]. This strategy allows active and reac-
tive powers to be independently controlled via an asymptotic
decoupling. The increasingly competitive nature of the wind
farms market and the severe regulations imposed on them are
leading industry to find new high-performance control strate-
gies. For this reason, several nonlinear complex strategies have
been proposed by researchers. For instance, a nonstructured
control model applied to the DFIM, based on a fuzzy logic
approach, can be found in [8]. Interconnection and damping
assignment and back-stepping control are used in [9] and [10],
respectively, while a direct power control strategy is proposed
in [11] .

Feedback linearization (FL) controllers have shown an excel-
lent performance in controlling nonlinear systems. Under this
strategy, which transforms the original nonlinear system into
decoupled linear systems, the controller tuning is performed
via linear control laws [12], [13]. This method allows nonlinear
controllers to be easily designed so that good performance is
guaranteed for a wide range of operating points. This technique
was applied to the DFIM wind farms in [14] and [15], by
assuming an exact knowledge of model parameters. However,
besides the nonlinearities related to measurement noise and
harmonic pollution originating in the supply converters, elec-
trical machine parameters are strongly affected by temperature,
saturation, and skin effects, which can deteriorate the controller
performance when designed with nominal parameter values.
In order to compensate for these uncertainties, adaptive con-
trollers are implemented to improve the system performance.
For instance, a drive including a DFIM is controlled in [16] by
using a sliding-mode controller adapted to changes in machine
resistances.

In this paper, an adaptive nonlinear control strategy for DFIM-
based wind energy conversion (WEC) system is developed in
order to attenuate the effect of parameter uncertainties arising
in the model. This is performed by including a disturbance ob-
server in the control law that estimates the model uncertainties
(changes in resistances, inductances, and other parameters of
the DFIM and their converters), and then injects them into the
controller under a feedforward scheme, canceling their effect
in a faster manner. Furthermore, in our proposal, the equation
system characterizing the rotor currents dynamics is exactly
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Fig. 1. DFIM-based WEC system.

linearized and decoupled. Then, through a cascaded approach,
DFIM’s stator currents are controlled. These currents have a
direct relationship with stator active and reactive powers. When
the system is tested in tracking power references and mitigat-
ing fault conditions, this strategy performs better than classical
vector control.

The control strategy is tested through simulations performed
on realistic models by using Electromagnetic Transients for dc
(EMTDC)/Power Systems Computer-Aided Design (PSCAD).
The test system consists of a 2-MW generator, equipped
with pulse width modulation (PWM) voltage source converters
(VSCs). The system behavior when tracking active and reac-
tive power references is shown. As described in the literature,
controllers must present not only a good reference tracking ca-
pability but also a good disturbance rejection under grid faults
or other common perturbations [17]. For this reason, the be-
havior of our controller is tested in the presence of this kind of
disturbances. In addition, a comparison between the proposed
strategy and vector control is performed.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section II,
the DFIM and VSC models are presented. The control strat-
egy design is described in Section III, while performance tests,
discussion, and results are shown in Section IV. Finally, con-
clusions are given in Section V.

II. MODEL

The system considered, shown in Fig. 1(a), is a WEC sys-
tem based on a DFIM [18]. It consists of a wind turbine con-
nected through a nonrigid shaft to the DFIM’s rotor. Other major
blocks are the back-to-back VSCs and the thyristor-based crow-
bar protection system. The stator is connected through a step-up
three-winding transformer to the distribution grid. One of the
transformer windings feeds the stator-side VSC. It is considered
that the active and reactive powers are measured at bus 1, i.e.,
at the 10 kV side of the transformer. Each device composing
this WEC system is going to be modeled separately in the next
sections.

A. Electrical DFIM Model

In a synchronously rotating reference frame, the equations in
per unit (p.u.) describing a DFIM are [19]

Γi̇sd = −Lr (Rsisd + vsd) − ΓΩB ωsisq

+ Lm (Rrird + vrd − ωr (Lm isq + Lr irq )) (1)

Γi̇sq = −Lr (Rsisq + vsq ) + ΓΩB ωsisd

+ Lm (Rrirq + vrq + ωr (Lm isd + Lr ird)) (2)

Γi̇rd = Lm (Rsisd + vsd) − ΓΩB ωsirq

− Ls (Rrird + vrd − ωr (Lm isq + Lr irq )) (3)

Γi̇rq = Lm (Rsisq + vsq ) + ΓΩB ωsird

− Ls (Rrirq + vrq + ωr (Lm isd + Lr ird)) (4)

with

Γ ∆= Ω−1
B

(
LsLr − L2

m

)
(5)

Ls
∆= Lm + Lls (6)

Lr
∆= Lm + Llr (7)

where
ΩB base angular frequency [rad/s];
ωs synchronous frequency [p.u.];
ωt , ωr turbine and DFIM rotor speeds [p.u.];
vsd , vsq dq stator voltages [p.u.];
vrd , vrq dq rotor voltages [p.u.];
isd , isq dq stator currents [p.u.];
ird , irq dq rotor currents [p.u.];
Ls , Lr stator and rotor self inductances [p.u.];
Lm stator–rotor mutual inductance [p.u.];
Lls , Llr stator and rotor leakage inductance [p.u.];
Rs , Rr stator and rotor resistances [p.u.];
Γ constant parameter [s/rad].
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B. Mechanical System

The aim of this paper is to control the active and reactive
powers provided by the WEC system from a transient point
of view. In steady state, the active power injected to the grid
depends on the power supplied by the wind. However, active
power injections can be introduced transiently. This power is
supplied by the kinetic energy of the turbine, gear box, and rotor
masses. For this reason, it is crucial to model the mechanical
system of the WEC system. A two-mass lumped model is used
to represent the mechanical dynamics, as proposed in [20]

γ̇tr = ΩB (ωr − ωt) (8)

2Htω̇t = Tt − Ktrγtr − Dtr (ωt − ωr ) (9)

2Hrω̇r = Ktrγtr − Te − Dtr (ωr − ωt) (10)

with

Te =
3
2
Lm (isq ird − isdirq ) (11)

where
γtr angle between turbine and DFIM rotor [rad];
Ht , Hr turbine and DFIM rotor inertias [s];
Ktr shaft stiffness [p.u.];
Dtr shaft mutual damping [p.u.];
Tt mechanical torque [p.u.];
Te electrical torque [p.u.].
In these equations, the mechanical torque Tt , generated by

the wind, is considered constant because this paper focuses on
a short period of time.

C. Voltage Source Converters

It is common not to include the converter models when simu-
lating DFIM behavior, under the assumption that the converter
response is fast enough and its energy consumption is rela-
tively low compared with the power that flows from the sta-
tor. However, the stator response speed arising from the high-
performance controller developed in this paper is close to the
converter speed. In addition, the operation of the controller dur-
ing fault is taken into account. For this reason, the interaction
between DFIM, grid, and converters is included in the model.

1) Stator-Side Converter: The stator-side converter has two
tasks, the most important being to maintain the dc voltage con-
stant under different network and WEC system conditions. An-
other task to be performed by this converter is the injection of
reactive power on the stator-side bus. This injection could help
in the presence of faults. Although, for simplicity, the reactive
power is held null in this paper, its use to track a given reference
is straightforward.

The model considered, shown in Fig. 1(b), consists of an
insulated gate bipolar transistor (IGBT) bridge connected on
the left side to the dc capacitor and on the right side to the
network, through an equivalent resistance and coupling induc-
tance. The converter is based on IGBTs whose relatively high
resistance cannot be neglected. It is included in the equivalent
resistance Rt .

The model for this VSC takes into account the dc voltage and
dq currents dynamics as follows:

1
ΩB

Lt i̇td = −Rtitd − Ltωtitq + ηtdvdc − vtd (12)

1
ΩB

Lt i̇tq = −Rtitq + Ltωtitd + ηtq vdc − vtq (13)

1
ΩB

Cdc v̇dc = −3
2

(ηtditd + ηtq itq ) + idc (14)

where
Lt , Rt equivalent VSC inductance and resistance [p.u.];
Cdc dc-link capacitance [p.u.];
vdc dc-link voltage [p.u.];
itd , itq stator-side VSC dq currents [p.u.];
vtd , vtq stator-side VSC dq voltages [p.u.];
ηtd , ηtq stator-side VSC dq switching state functions.
2) Rotor-Side Converter: The rotor-side converter, whose

equivalent model is shown in Fig. 1(c), yields the voltages re-
quired by the DFIM controller. As in the case of the stator-side
VSC, IGBT resistances are not neglected but added to the DFIM
rotor resistance in order to be taken into account by the proposed
controller. The resulting equivalent resistance not only depends
on the temperature but also on the commutation frequency and
duty cycle. This uncertainty should be considered by the con-
troller, as proposed in the following sections.

III. DISTURBANCE COMPENSATION CONTROL STRATEGY

A. Modeling of Parameter Uncertainties

There is always a degree of uncertainty in the parameters of
the system components as well as nonmodeled dynamics that
can affect the controller performance. In this paper, a controller
for improved performance in the presence of uncertainties is to
be designed. In order to proceed with the design (see next sec-
tions), parameter uncertainties are modeled as follows. Let P de-
note a generic parameter so that P ∈ {Rr ,Rs, Lm , Ls, Lr ,Γ}
represents the set of all possible parameters. The actual param-
eter value can be written as a perturbation from its nominal or
assumed value, P = P0 + ∆P . In this way, the rotor current
dynamics (3) and (4) can be rewritten as a function of their
known parameter values, denoted by subindex 0, plus a term ∆i

that groups all of the uncertainties

i̇rd =
Lm0

Γ0
(Rs0isd + vsd) − ΩB ωsirq + ∆1

− Ls0

Γ0
(Rr0ird+vrd−ωr (Lm0isq+Lr0irq )) (15)

i̇rq =
Lm0

Γ0
(Rs0isq + vsq ) + ΩB ωsird + ∆2

− Ls0

Γ0
(Rr0irq+vrq+ωr (Lm0isd+Lr0ird)) . (16)

Note that ∆i = ∆i(∆P, ir , is , vr , vs).
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B. Proposed Nonlinear Controller

In order to apply the feedback linearization theory [21], an
input transformation is performed by defining the following
auxiliary control inputs:

urd =
Lm0

Γ0
(Rs0isd + vsd) − ΩB ωsirq + ∆1

− Ls0

Γ0
(Rr0ird + vrd − ωr (Lm0isq + Lr0irq )) (17)

urq =
Lm0

Γ0
(Rs0isq + vsq ) + ΩB ωsird + ∆2

− Ls0

Γ0
(Rr0irq + vrq + ωr (Lm0isd + Lr0ird)) (18)

where the subindex 0 indicates nominal parameter values, and
∆1 and ∆2 are the uncertainty terms appearing in (15) and
(16). ∆1 and ∆2 were included in the control law to improve
the system performance. In this case, from (17) and (18), rotor
current dynamics [(15) and (16)] becomes linear and decoupled

i̇rd = urd (19)

i̇rq = urq . (20)

Then, (19) and (20) are linear systems of the form ẋ = u for
which linear control techniques can be designed. By defining
the tracking error as e = x − x� , the error dynamics turns out to
be ė + ke = 0. Finally, the control law defining the new inputs
urd and urq becomes

urd = i̇�rd − krd (ird − i�rd) (21)

urq = i̇�rq − krq

(
irq − i�rq

)
. (22)

The control inputs to be applied in the rotor (vrd and vrq ) ob-
tained from (17) and (18) result in

vrd =
Γ0

Ls0

(
ΩB ωsirq − ∆̂1 + urd

)
+ Rr0ird

− ωr (Lm0isq+Lr0irq )−
Lm0

Ls0
(Rs0isd + vsd) (23)

vrq =
Γ0

Ls0

(
−ΩB ωsird − ∆̂2 + urq

)
+ Rr0irq

+ ωr (Lm0isd+Lr0ird)−
Lm0

Ls0
(Rs0isq + vsq ) (24)

where ∆̂1 and ∆̂2 denote estimated values. Note that ∆1 and
∆2 are unknown, then in the proposed controller, these values
are replaced by estimated values [see (23) and (24)] obtained
from measured variables. These estimates will be calculated in
the next section.

From the earlier controller, it is possible to control rotor cur-
rents independently. Although these currents have no practical
importance, they can be used to control stator currents in a cas-
caded approach. The stator currents are relevant because they
define the active and reactive power injected by the DFIM to
the grid. From (25) and (26), the rotor current references can be

obtained from the desired stator currents

i�rd = kd (isd − i�sd) +
kd

τid

t∫
0

(isd − i�sd) dt (25)

i�rq = kq

(
isq − i�sq

)
+

kq

τiq

t∫
0

(
isq − i�sq

)
dt. (26)

Applying pq theory [22], the stator current references can
be calculated from the active and reactive desired powers to be
injected by the DFIM

i�sd =
vsdp

�
s − vsq q

�
s

v2
sd + v2

sq

(27)

i�sq =
vsdq

�
s + vsqp

�
s

v2
sd + v2

sq

. (28)

It is important to remark that the active power is imposed by the
power transferred from the wind to the WEC system. However,
taking advantage of the kinetic energy stored in the mechanical
components, the power injected to the grid can be transiently
controlled in a flexible manner. In the case of the WEC system,
the inertia of its rotating masses is relatively high; therefore,
important amounts of power can be obtained from them. In
steady state, the controller objective should be to obtain the
highest transfer efficiency from the wind, which is achieved
through the speed, rather than the active power control. For this
objective, the global control strategy can be designed through an
inner loop controlling active power and an outer and slower loop
controlling speed. As only the transient behavior is analyzed in
this paper, the emphasis is put on the fast inner loop.

C. Nonlinear Disturbance Observer Design

In order to design the compensation terms ∆̂1 and ∆̂2 , a
reduced-order disturbance observer is built. To this end, the fol-
lowing procedure is used. An extended model, assuming slow-
varying machine parameters, is first obtained. Then, linear and
nonlinear parts of (15) and (16) are split as follows:[

ẋa

ẋb

]
=

[
Aaa

0

∣∣∣∣∣ I

0

] [ xa

xb

]
+

[ Bau

0

]
(29)

where (*), as shown at the bottom of the next page, and I ∈ R
2×2

is the identity matrix. Finally, based on the earlier model, a
reduced-order nonlinear observer is proposed. It has the follow-
ing structure:

ξ̇ = −Gp (ξ + (Gp + Aaa)xa + Bau ) (30)

x̂b = ξ + Gpxa (31)

where ξ ∈ R
2×1 is the observer state vector and Gp ∈ R

2×2

is the observer gain matrix, designed as a trade-off between
measurement noise and estimation error convergence rate.

Defining the error as e = xb − x̂b , it is not difficult to
prove that its dynamics are governed by the following linear
expression,

ė = −Gpe. (32)
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Therefore, the gain Gp can be calculated by linear techniques,
like pole placement, quadratic optimization techniques, etc.

Note that x̂b = [∆̂1 ∆̂2]T [see xb definition in (29)]. These
estimates are used in the control process [see (23) and (24)].

D. VSC Controller

The control strategy applied to the VSC is based on the input–
output exact linearization, choosing the currents as outputs. With
this choice, currents remain decoupled through the crossed feed-
forward loops, while the capacitor voltage remains within the
stable internal dynamics. This voltage is controlled by an addi-
tional control loop in cascade with the current itq . The design
methodology is as follows. First of all, the following auxiliary
inputs are defined:

utd =
ΩB

Lt
(−Rtitd − Ltωtitq + ηtdvdc − vtd) (33)

utq =
ΩB

Lt
(−Rtitq + Ltωtitd + ηtq vdc − vtq ) (34)

udc =
ΩB

Cdc

(
−3

2
(ηtditd + ηtq itq ) + idc

)
. (35)

Replacing (33)–(35) in (12)–(14), the dynamics are transformed
into decoupled linear equations

i̇td = utd (36)

i̇tq = utq (37)

v̇dc = udc . (38)

Thus, closed-loop control laws can be designed to track refer-
ences much like in the rotor currents dynamics case [(19) and
(20)]. Consequently,

utd = i̇�td − ktd (itd − i�td) (39)

utq = i̇�tq − ktq

(
itq − i�tq

)
(40)

udc = v̇�
dc − kdc (vdc − v�

dc) −
kdc

τidc

∫
(vdc − v�

dc) dt (41)

the references being the desired value for each state variable.
The control inputs ηtd and ηtq are recovered from (33) and

(34) resulting in,

ηtd =
1

vdc

(
Rtitd + Ltωtitq + vtd +

Lt

ΩB
utd

)
(42)

ηtq =
1

vdc

(
Rtitq − Ltωtitd + vtq +

Lt

ΩB
utq

)
(43)

Fig. 2. Proposed control strategy (block diagram).

Since the q-axis at the point of connection with the grid was
chosen as the reference in the Park transformation, then vtd = 0
and vtq = Vt/

√
3/2. Therefore, the active power demanded by

the converter, in order to maintain the desired dc voltage level,
will be given by the action of itq , while itd is proportional to the
desired injected reactive power. Next, a procedure that gives the
expression for the reference current i�tq required to maintain a
desired dc voltage [23] is provided. As the current dynamics are
faster than the capacitor voltage dynamics, it can be assumed
that currents will stabilize faster; therefore, from (12) and (13)

ηtdvdc ∼= Ltωtitq + vtd (44)

ηtq vdc ∼= −Ltωtitd + vtq . (45)

Then, multiplying both sides of (35) by the capacitor voltage
vdc , and using (44) and (45), the required expression is obtained

i�tq =
1

vtq

(
2vdc

3

(
idc −

Cdc

ΩB
udc

)
− vtditd

)
. (46)

Furthermore, by designing the current loop to respond much
faster than the voltage loop, any major interaction between both
control loops is prevented.

A block diagram representing the proposed nonlinear con-
troller is shown in Fig. 2.

Aaa =


−Ls0Rr0

Γ0
−ΩB ωs

ΩB ωs
−Ls0Rr0

Γ0


 , xa =

[
ird

irq

]
, xb =

[
∆1
∆2

]

Bau =




Lm0

Γ0
(Rs0isd + vsd)−

Ls0

Γ0
(vrd − ωr (Lm0isq + Lr0irq ))

Lm0

Γ0
(Rs0isq + vsq )−

Ls0

Γ0
(vrq + ωr (Lm0isd + Lr0ird))


 (*)
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The vector control is the most commonly used in current
DFIM-based WEC systems. It consists of transforming the sta-
tionary machine model to a rotating reference frame dq, and
then, controlling active and reactive powers by the use of appro-
priate PI loops, through the rotor voltages. Although the vector
control strategy is simpler, it shares with the proposed scheme
the Park transformation and the pq theory computation. This
means that at least a phase-lock loop (PLL) and rotor position
sensor are needed. Hence, the proposed strategy can be imple-
mented with the same hardware required by the vector control
approach.

IV. SIMULATION RESULTS

In order to show the proposed controller performance, several
simulations were run with EMTDC/PSCAD. These simulations
consider the most detailed DFIM model, including stator and
rotor dynamics. Besides, PWM-controlled full IGBT models are
adopted for the converters, instead of considering the average
model simplification.

A. Active and Reactive Power Tracking

As mentioned before, the control objective is to track active
and reactive power references. Although the steady-state active
power is determined by the wind, the rotating masses of the
mechanical system store kinetic energy that can be used to
transiently inject a certain amount of active power. The use
of this energy produces variations in the rotational speed that
can be unacceptable. However, the high inertia of this kind of
WEC systems (e.g., H = 3 s) allows noticeable active power
variations to be achieved with relatively small changes in the
machine speed. It is important to remark that these arbitrary
injections are transient and must consider limitations such as
axis mechanical stress, maximum allowed currents, voltages,
etc. The adopted references have the following characteristics.

1) Step changes, to show the step response.
2) Relatively long time interval between step changes to show

how the controllers can maintain a null tracking error, in
spite of the state transients.

3) A potential future application of the power tracking ca-
pability could be in the power system oscillations damp-
ing [24]. These oscillations are a combination of sinusoids
with frequencies ranging from 0.1 to 2.0 Hz. In order to
properly damp such oscillations power injections with a
greater bandwidth would be required. Therefore, sinusoids
of 10 and 20 Hz are chosen as power references in order
to test the controllers tracking capability.

4) Reactive power is tested in the two quadrants, i.e.,
generating and consuming, in order to show the con-
troller flexibility for achieving power system operator
requirements.

5) Important active power changes are imposed in order to
show the high energy storing capacity of this WEC system.

The proposed power references are analytically provided
in Table I and plotted in Fig. 3. In order to test the con-
trollers against parameter uncertainty, the rotor-side equivalent
resistance Rr is modified during the simulations. As explained

TABLE I
POWER REFERENCES FOR BUS 1 AND Rr VARIATION

Fig. 3. Active and reactive power references.

before, this equivalent resistance includes, among others, the
IGBT’s resistance. Hence, the total resistance changes, for in-
stance, when the rotor windings modify their temperature in
accordance with the operating point or when the IGBT’s duty
cycle and commutation frequency are readjusted. The variation
is a ramp that starts at 1.5 s and reach 50% at 2.5 s as in the
fourth column of Table I. This test was also performed with
other kind of resistance variations, such as exponential, sinu-
soids, temperature, commutation dependent, etc., but the ramp
proved to be the most unfavorable.

In Fig. 4, the active power tracking errors of both the vector
control approach and the proposed FL with Observer controller
(FLO) are shown. There is a good tracking performance in
most of the simulated responses with small errors. However,
an increasing tracking error in active power can be observed
for the vector control. This error arises when important speed
changes are transiently imposed, like in this case, because the
vector control cannot compensate for the speed voltage terms
giving rise to the mentioned errors. It is important to remark that
after a few seconds, the vector control is generally able to track
these references without any error since it includes an integral
term. On the other hand, the proposed controller shows in all
situations a relatively small tracking error, which is not directly
affected by the speed change.

In Fig. 5, the reactive power tracking errors of both ap-
proaches are shown. Although the vector control scheme
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Fig. 4. Active power tracking error with uncertainty: vector control versus
FLO.

Fig. 5. Reactive power tracking error with uncertainty: vector control versus
FLO.

performs relatively well, a larger error associated to speed
changes can be noticed compared to the proposed controller.

In Figs. 6 and 7, the FL controller without observer is tested
against the proposed controller (FLO) when tracking power ref-
erences. The active power tracking capability for the FL scheme
is better than in the vector control case and approaches that
of the FLO performance. However, the uncertainty in rotor-side
resistance precludes nonlinearities from being exactly canceled,
and the integral action is not enough to prevent these tracking
errors, which are bigger than with the proposed FLO controller.

Note that in spite of the important active power changes
(1–3 MW), the speed of the DFIM never surpasses 1.1 p.u.
and never drops under 0.9 p.u., as shown in Fig. 8. Another im-
portant remark is that the VSCs power consumption is always
under 25% of the DFIM nominal power, as shown in Fig. 9, even
though the rotor resistance is increased by 50%. Finally, the pro-

Fig. 6. Active power tracking error with uncertainty: FL versus FLO.

Fig. 7. Reactive power tracking error with uncertainty: FL versus FLO.

Fig. 8. Turbine and rotor speeds with FLO.

posed VSC controller has a good performance when tracking the
null reactive power reference, as seen in Fig. 9 (bottom subplot).

The FL and FLO controllers are tested when their assumed
parameter values differ from the actual plant parameters. In
order to show the adaptive feature of the proposed FLO con-
troller, a 20% error is considered for the mutual inductance Lm .
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Fig. 9. Stator-side VSC powers with FLO.

Fig. 10. Active and reactive power tracking with FL and ∆Lm = 20%.

Analyzing this error is relevant because both stator (Ls =
Lm + Lls ) and rotor (Lr = Lm + Llr ) inductances depend on
this parameter. The tracking performance of the FL controller
is shown in Fig. 10. An important initial error arises until the
integral term rejects the perturbation. On the other hand, Fig. 11
shows an almost perfect and instantaneous power tracking capa-
bility for the FLO controller. There is no steady-state error and
the behavior is virtually the same as in the nominal parameter
case. A similar performance is obtained when a −20% error in
Lm is considered.

B. Fault Mitigation and Parameter Uncertainties

Grid codes for the WEC systems are becoming increasingly
demanding regarding this issue. In Fig. 12, a voltage sag at
the point of connection is introduced. It is assumed that WEC
systems not only have to keep connected during this kind of
faults but they should also supply reactive power to the grid in
order to support the voltage recovery. The solid line shown in

Fig. 11. Active and reactive power tracking with FLO and ∆Lm = 20%.

Fig. 12. Voltage at the point of connection.

the figure corresponds to a standard voltage sag whereas the
dash line is a more demanding case with faster postfault voltage
restoration. Controllers may act faster in the second case, in
which inrush magnetizing currents are higher. During the fault,
the active power reference is set to zero while the reactive power
to track is set to 0.2 Mvar. This is a hard requirement, as the
low-voltage condition puts the system in an operating state that
is far from the normal one.

In all cases, the crowbar protection is activated during the
first 100 ms of the voltage sag. This means that the rotor is short
circuited through a resistor.

So far as the vector control is concerned, two cases were
simulated. In one of the tests, the crowbar protection is not
applied when voltage starts recovering after the fault, while
in the other case the crowbar is applied for 100 ms once the
voltage starts growing. In Figs. 13 and 14, active and reactive
power tracking during the fault is shown to be correct but not
well damped. When voltage starts recovering, the reactive power
is bounded. However, after the fault, when the voltage is still
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Fig. 13. Fault mitigation and active power reference tracking with vector
control.

Fig. 14. Fault mitigation and reactive power references tracking with vector
control.

Fig. 15. Fault mitigation and active power reference tracking with vector
control and postfault crowbar.

raising, the pq tracking error is important. The same vector
control is applied in Figs. 15 and 16 but the crowbar protection
is activated twice. After the voltage sag, the pq tracking is much
better than in the first case. However, when voltage is recovered,
there is an important consumption of reactive power.

In Figs. 17 and 18, the FLO controller is tested against the
same voltage sag. The power tracking error is almost zero, as
required, its behavior being almost totally damped. Furthermore,
when the voltage is partially recovered (0.8 p.u.), there is no
extra reactive power consumption and power tracking capability
is recovered after about 100 ms. The crowbar action is only
required for the first 100 ms of the voltage sag.

The performance of the proposed VSC control to maintain the
dc link voltage can be seen in Fig. 19. Even though the voltage
sag is applied at ac terminals (dashed line), and the rotor currents
are still present, the dc voltage deviation is almost negligible.

Fig. 16. Fault mitigation and reactive power reference tracking with vector
control and postfault crowbar.

Fig. 17. Fault mitigation and power references tracking with FLO.

Fig. 18. Fault mitigation and reactive power reference tracking with FLO.

Fig. 19. DC link and bus 1 voltages under normal and fault condition.
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V. CONCLUSION

In this paper, the design of an adaptive controller that im-
proves the performance of the DFIM-based WEC systems under
model parameter uncertainties was introduced. This is achieved
by the use of a disturbance observer that estimates the model un-
certainties (resistances, inductances, converter parameters, etc.),
and cancels out their negative effects by including the estimated
values in the control law.

Simulations performed in EMTDC/PSCAD show almost ex-
act power reference tracking and good response when close
faults are applied. Although the control procedure is more com-
plex than a standard vector-control-based algorithm, both ap-
proaches need the same hardware for their implementation. A
remarkable feature of the proposed controller is that the DFIM-
based WEC system can be used for transiently injecting active
and reactive power to the electrical network in a fast way. Such
a transient power could be used for power system oscillation
damping purposes, as the tracking capability of the proposed
controller extends well beyond the typical bandwidth of these
oscillations. According to simulations, an added advantage of
the proposed scheme is that the crowbar system could be down-
sized.

APPENDIX I

Parameters used in the simulations are as follows:

ΩB = 2π50Hz, Lm = 3.362 Cdc = 7.479

Rs = 0.0108, Lls = 0.102, Ls =Lm +Lls = 3.46

Rr = 0.0121, Llr = 0.110, Lr =Lm +Llr = 3.47

Ht = 2.5 s, Hr = 0.5 s, Dtr = 5.0 Ktr = 0.3.

Parameters are in per unit with SB = 2 MVA and VB =
0.69 kV.
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